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COUNTRY ARLAVIA  

We are in the fictional country of Arlavia who was former colony of a great empire whose main religion 

was the Tsuka religion. When the colonizers left, the native people were separated into 2 mainethnic 

groups. The Arlavian Tsukas who were converted by missionaries of the empire and the native polythe-

ist religion of Tchilena.  

When the colonizers left 130 years ago, the people of Arlavia elected an absolute monarch that would 

take hold of the country until now. Today, king Dregan is in charge of the nation. His predecessors 

attempted to make peace and collaborate with the Tchilenan minority by creating a more democratic 

government with a Prime Minister proposed by the king and a national assembly reuniting deputies 

from all over the country. The national assembly must elect the prime minister that the king proposes 

before he is put in office. Dregan used his status as an absolute monarch to propose the candidate for 

PM David Tcheir who passed the national assembly. David longed for the time when his religious group 

the Tsukas were in total charge of the country. As a child, he lived in the Northern province, where the 

Tchilene are in a great majority. For a long time, he was beaten up and discriminated against by the 

Tchilenans who refused to make contact with him and his family. He wasn’t even allowed to go to 

school. When in power, David began to enforce strict rules towards the Tchilenan such as them not be-

ing able to live in the capital city, Sumeru and not being allowed to go to university. King Dregan did not 

oppose him in any ways and made no official statement towards his recent actions 2 years later, he 

passed a decree to send the royal national military force (RNMF) to create a blockade over the northern 

province which consisted in the placement of heavily armed soldiers on checkpoints, identifying        

Tchileans and denying them passage into the rest of the country. The PM then declared that all      

Tchileans were not able participate in elections and were stripped of their insurances (medical, house, 

life). This was submitted after David presented crime reports stating that 80% of the crimes the authori-

ties officially reported were committed by Tchileans or men and women of Tchilean descent. He argued 

that they did not deserve the same privilege as the rest of the people in Arlavia as they were criminals.  

NGOs reported men and women dying as a result of not having access to vote and protests rose within 

the Tchilean community and were harshly reprimanded by the government using armed guns and 

shooting at crowds killing many. (reports were not published)  
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